This paper presents a novel approach to compute DCT-I, DCT-III, and DCT-IV. By using a modular mapping and truncating, DCTs are approximated by linear sums of discrete moments computed fast only through additions. This enables us to use computational techniques developed for computing moments to compute DCTs efficiently. We demonstrate this by applying our earlier systolic solution to this problem. The method can also be applied to multidimensional DCTs as well as their inverses.
INTRODUCTION
Discrete cosine transforms (DCTs) are widely used in speech coding and image compression. They resemble KarhunenLoeve transform for first-order Markov stationary random data and are classified into four groups [1] . Finding fast computational algorithms for DCTs has been a rather active subject [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] . These methods all tried to reduce the amount of multiplications. It is very important to low-power implementations of DCTs on mobile devices that no floating multiplications or less multiplications are needed. At the same time, the parallel hardware methods also have been developed for designing fast DCT processors [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15] . Among them the systolic array methods have been given more attentions due to their easy VLSI implementation [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Chang and Wang [7] proposed a systolic array approach that only used log 2 N multipliers for N-point DCT (i.e., N transform samples). It is superior to other systolic array approaches used N or more multipliers [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] . Its disadvantage is that N should be a power of two. This limits the application of the method. We proposed a novel approach to DCT-II [16] , which exploited the idea of moment-based all-adder approximation of DCT-II. It could be implemented by both software and systolic array and could be applied to any size N-point DCT-II. There are only O(log 2 N/ log 2 log 2 N) multipliers in the systolic arrays. Now we extend our method to DCT-I, DCT-III, and DCT-IV.
In this paper, first the relationship between DCTs and discrete moments is set up and then a moment-based algorithm and a systolic array to perform DCT-III are presented, followed by a complexity analysis. Finally our conclusion is given.
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN DCTs AND DISCRETE MOMENTS
The N-point DCT-III is defined by the equations
where
We transform (1) to look for a new method to compute it. For each pair of k and n, 0 ≤ k, n ≤ N − 1, by using the properties of cosine functions, there exists an integer i,
Define C(k, i) and c(k, i) by
Thus, by direct substitution, (1) can be rewritten as follows:
For
This follows immediately by applying the theorem of extended law [17] of the mean to cos (πi/2N), where R i is the Taylor remainder term in the form of Lagrange. Substituting (7) into (6) yields
If R k,p is ignored, we have
The absolute value of the error introduced by overlooking R k,p is bounded by
From (12), it is clear that R k,p converges to zero rapidly and uniformly. For example, for max
. This error can satisfy the accuracy requirement of most applications by computing only ten terms. When deciding the value of p, we should compromise between computation accuracy and complexity [18] . Furthermore, we can prove that the least upper bound of p is not more than O(log 2 N/ log 2 log 2 N) as N tends to infinity [16, 19] .
The DCT-I is defined by the equations
By using the properties of cosine functions, we have
For every pair of k and i
Thus, by direct substitution, (13) can be rewritten as follows:
The DCT-IV is defined by the equations
We have
Thus,
Equations (18) and (23) can be transformed into the same forms of (11) as (6) . In other words, other two forms of DCT could also be computed through computation of moments. They have the same error levels and the same convergence features. The discussions in the following sections only concern DCT-III, but they are also applicable to the others.
Equations (11) are the formulas of the relationship between DCTs and discrete moments. According to it, the computation of X(k) requires the generation of the 2pth-order moments of the transformed data sequence x k,i , followed by computing the dot product between this and a constant vector (a r ) and an addition with x k,0 . The efficiency
of the procedure largely depends on the efficiency in deriving the moments. Some approaches to moments of fast computation that involve just additions have been presented [20, 21, 22, 23] .
ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING 1D MOMENTS
We defined the p-network in [20, 21] . The p-network shown in Figure 1 represents a map of transforming the vec-
The equations below follow immediately:
The equations below can then be verified by inputting data into the p-network:
and, in general,
By substitution, (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1, 1 ) . . .
Let
. . , n, and a i is a (p + 1)-dimensional vector; then F p F p a n + a n−1 = F p F p a n + F p a n−1 = F 2 p a n + F p a n−1 from (27) .
Generally, F p F p . . . F p F p F p a n + a n−1 + a n−2 + · · · a 2 + a 1 = F n−1 p a n + F n−2 p a n−1 + F n−3 p a n−1
For emphasis, (32) is rewritten as Moment p a n , a n−1 , a n−2 , . . . , a 2 , a 1 = F p F p . . . F p F p F p a n + a n−1 + a n−2
Equation (32) can be proved by mathematical induction. These components of the resultant vector are known as 1D moments. To compute these 1D moments, F p is used (n − 1) times in the iteration procedure except for the (n − 1) additions of (p + 1)-dimensional vectors. As F p only involves p(p + 1)/2 additions, Moment p only requires (n − 1)p(p + 1)/2 + (n − 1)(p + 1) = (p + 1)(p + 2)(n − 1)/2 additions. The algorithm for computing 1D moments is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Subroutine Moment p (a n , a n−1 , a n−2 , . . . , a 2 , a 1 ) Input initial p, a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , . . . , a n−1 , a n Moment = a n for i = 1 to n − 1 Perform F p (Moment) Moment = F p (Moment) + a n−i end for Algorithm 1: The algorithm for computing 1D moments. p, N, x(0), x(1), . . . , x(N − 1) Perform preprocessing 
Input initial
for k = 0 to N − 1 Compute Moment 2p (x k,N−1 , x k,N−2 , . . . , x k,1 ) X(k) = 0 for r = 0 to p X(k) = X(k) + a r m k,2r end for X(k) = X(k) + x k,0 end for
ALGORITHMS FOR COMPUTING 1D DCT-III
From Section 2, our fast discrete cosine transform includes three steps:
Step (1) constitutes a preprocessing step. The algorithm of computing X(k) can be described in Algorithm 2.
Next we analyze the complexity of the algorithm. In preprocessing, the computation of a r and the index set C(k, i) and c(k, i) can be performed once and for all after N and p are given. In a real-time system, these values can be precomputed and reused. The computation of x k,i is bounded by N(N − 1) additions/subtractions and 2N multiplications (in fact, the number of addition/subtraction required is much less than this value because only a few x k,i 's are equal to (1) 
SYSTOLIC ARRAY FOR COMPUTING 1D DCT-III
The systolic array for fast DCT is shown in Figure 2 . The system is constructed by inserting p multipliers and p +1 adders into the array for computing 1D moments constituting concatenation of N − 1 2p-networks [20] and by supplementing N − 1 preprocessor arrays constituting a special array to
Preprocessor arrays Operator types Y.-T. Chang [7] T o t z e k [ 8] Cho [9] L . -W .C h a n g [ 10] W a n g [ 11] P The systolic arrays possess perfect properties of modularity, regularity, and scalability so that the size of the systolic array can be reduced flexibly to meet practical requirements. For example, when N is rather large, the systolic array can be composed by only one 2p-network that produces moments [20] , p multipliers and adder-latches. The preprocessing of data could be done by software or other processors. So there are altogether 2p 2 + 2p + 1 adder-latches and p multipliers in the systolic array. For most practical cases (N ≤ 2 50 ), p can get value of 11, so only 265 adder-latches and 11 multipliers are needed in the array.
A comparison of the proposed array with other systolic arrays described in [7, 8, 9, 10, 11] is shown in Table 1 . The table lists the numbers of multipliers and adders used in the methods. It shows clearly our method and Chang's [7] require much fewer multipliers and adders than others, but Chang's method is suitable just for N of a power of two. When N is larger than 2 11 , Chang's array should use more multipliers than ours. However, in most practical cases (N ≤ 2 50 ), ours uses more adders than Chang's.
Due to the separability of the DCT kernel, the 2D DCT-I, DCT-III, and DCT-IV can be computed using the rowcolumn method. The algorithm computes a 2D DCT by taking 1D DCT rowwise and columnwise. The algorithms and the systolic arrays described above can be applied to 2D DCTs. The total execution time of the computing 2D DCT using the systolic array is 2N 2 +2(p+1)N(2p−1) clock cycles [16] . The method can also be extended to multidimensional DCT (more than two dimensions). The higher the dimension, the more obvious the advantages of the method are. It is provable by mathematical induction that the execution time of the systolic array is O(N k ) for kD (k ≥ 2) DCTs.
The approach is also applicable to DCTs inverse.
CONCLUSION
We have been able to establish for the first time the link between fast algorithms for DCTs and moments computations. Such novel approach enabled the computation of DCT-I, DCT-III, and DCT-IV more efficiently. By using a modular mapping, DCTs can be approximated by linear sums of discrete moments, and earlier computational efficient techniques developed for computing moments can hence be used to compute DCTs. The new method has several noteworthy advantages. Most of multiplications for the transform are replaced by simple additions, and trigonometric functions implemented by simple polynomial functions. The amount of multiplication for DCTs using our new method is O(N log 2 N/ log 2 log 2 N) and is superior to that of O(N log 2 N) needed in conventional fast cosine transforms. Furthermore, the algorithm can be directly realized in the form of a systolic array consisting of only latches, adder-latches and a few multipliers for real-time applications. This new method can be easily extended to the computation of multidimensional DCTs and their inverses. The computational complexity for k-dimensional DCTs is O(n k ). The execution time of the systolic array is only O(N log 2 N/ log 2 log 2 N) for 1-dimensional DCTs and O(N k ) for k-dimensional DCTs (k ≥ 2). The issues of convergence and errors of the new approach have also been critically examined in this paper. With the evolution of electronic technology, it is or will soon be viable to implement discrete transforms directly in chips or embedded systems. Our solution strategy is to develop cost-effective designs for discrete moment computation as a basic building block implementable in both hardware [14] and software means. Then these building blocks can be extended to produce other useful discrete transforms for various applications.
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